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Previous research had identified:
• A map showing the whole water 

works complex, that is, the water 
works, the pipeline through 
Brownhill Creek and the Mitcham 
Tank at the end of Fullarton Road 
(MHRC).

• The location of the water works 
found buried under dense 
blackberries in Ellison Gully (FU 
& MHRC field trip, 2002).

• A technical drawing dated 1879, 
the year construction commenced 
(D.Lane, MHRC supporter).

• The locations of the several 
exposures of the pipeline and its 
route through Brownhill Creek 
(A.Ash, FU student - CHM 
Project, 2002).

Our study ended at the Mitcham Tank, 
Mitcham. The pipeline and several 
drinking fountains continued through 
Mitcham and Unley to Adelaide.
All previous research was undertaken as 
a part of the Adelaide Hills Face Zone 
Cultural Heritage Project (2002-2005) and 
was reported in:
Lane, D., Smith, P.A., Ragless, M and 
Ash, A. 2006 The Mitcham Water Works 
1879-1930. In P.A. Smith, D. Pate and R. 
Martin, Valleys of Stone: The 
Archaeology and History of Adelaide’s 
Hills Face Zone. Miln Walker & Assoc. Pty 
Ltd., Belair.



Aims of the May 2010 excavation 
(National Archaeology Week)

• To identify and document all features associated with the 
water works

• To understand nineteenth century water works technology

Settling pond

Source: Matt Schlitz



A bobcat was used to reveal the 
original surface prior to commencing 
the excavation. Sediments eroding 
from the Eagle Quarry (c.1960s) 
upstream had been deposited along 
the valley floor. The settlement pond 
had been filled and the area around 
the well and valve tank covered to 
the top brick course of the well. The 
colour of the sediment was able to 
be distinguished from the previous 
surface. 

The team of volunteers then 
measured and recorded every visible 
feature of the water works, surveyed 
with a metal detector and undertook 
several test pit excavations.



How the water was carried into the well was a puzzle

A number of test pits were excavated to locate 
fill or changes in the soil matrix which would 
indicate the location of the pipeline trench. The 
trench was not identified. 

The water inlet into the tank was 2 m below the top 
of the brick well. The inlet pipe shown on the 1879 
technical drawing appears to be at this level.

The roots of the smaller poplars (suckered from the 
largest poplar) appear to have propagated along 
the softer soil of the pipeline. It is thought that the 
largest popular had originally seeded behind the 
dam wall and had eventually destroyed the wall. No 
evidence of the wall was identified, although a large 
fragment of concrete was noted at the base of the 
tree during the 2002 expedition when the water 
works were rediscovered. This is no longer there.

As we were back-filling the test pits David Wagner 
(NP&W) investigated a post hole (recent) and 
identified fragments of rusted pipe. This led us to 
suspect that the pipeline had been closer to the 
surface. This would also have explained the small 
brick pavement adjacent to the eastern wall of the 
well. Time did not allow us to excavate under 
these bricks.



THE WELL

west east

The Well. A technical drawing, 1879. Note: view is 
north. Inlet pipe is shown on the eastern side. The 
ladder and valves are illustrated inside the well on 
the eastern side, but are located on the western 
side. (source: Doug Lane, per E&WS archives). 
Note: Some measurements on this drawing differ 
from the actual measurements recorded by the 
survey team.

Bolts at regular intervals secured the 
galvanised iron tank/ service shed to the top 
of the brick well. The example shown has 
yellow tape attached.

Detail of a bolt which secured a red gum step 
is also shown. The location of the step 
allowed us to identify the exact original 
ground level and the location of the door into 
the galvanised iron tank/ service area.

Slots in the top of the brickwork 
around the perimeter of the well 
supported the timber beams on which 
the galvanised iron tank/ service area 
rested.

All bricks used to construct the 
well were from the same 
manufacturer – Turton Smith No.1 
(frog: 170mm x 60m; brick 225mm 
x 110mm).



THE VALVE TANK

The valve tank was constructed from local stone. The concrete 
used for the capping differed from the concrete used in the tank 
(appeared to be Portland cement and therefore more recent). It 
had a randomly placed collection of stones and bricks 
embedded in the concrete on the top surface. We speculated 
that this had been added to stop erosion during a flood.

The loose stones and bricks on top of the capping 
around the valve tank were removed on the south side 
and left in situ on the north side.

The foot valve inside the well was 3600mm below 
the top of the brick well, an indication that the valve 
tank is very deep and possibly requires further 
excavation. The ladder provided access to the 
bottom of the well.

All valves, brackets etc inside the valve tank were 
recorded. The valves were operated by levers. It 
rumoured that there had been a water filter behind 
the dam wall, but this was not located.



After five days the autumn leaves won and we left for the winter

What we achieved:
• The well and valve tank were cleaned and articulated, together with the bolts holding the upper 
galvanised tank/ service shed to the well, all valves, the remnants of the wooden step and the upper stone 
course around the valve tank.

• The whole site was measured and each feature and the relationships between features were recorded.

• Although the weir wall was not identified, its location was narrowed to the vicinity of the large poplar and 
it was concluded that it had been destroyed by this exceptionally large tree.

• Although a number of test pits were excavated, the trench for the pipe connecting the settling pond to the 
well was not identified. These test pits did, however, help to define the boundary of gravel and fill around 
the well and provided insights into the size of the hole originally dug in order to accommodate the well and 
the bricklayers who constructed it. We estimate that the size of the this hole would have been 8.05m deep 
x 9.03 m wide at the top. Although the width of the hole narrowed toward the bottom, it is estimated that 
approximately 72 cubic m. of fill that was excavated in order to construct the well (excluding the valve 
tank). This would have allowed for the bricklayers to work around the outside wall of the well. 

• The fragment of pipe identified close to the surface should be investigated. A small platform of bricks on 
the eastern side of the well was not lifted and should also be investigated as it may relate to the fragment 
of pipe.



Site inspection, November 2010

On 11 November, 2011, the water works were 
inspected by Mr Ron Hann together with Maggy 
Ragless, John Fairnington (MHRC volunteer) and 
Pam Smith.
Ron’s family had owned a farm in the next valley 
(now known as Tilley’s Gully) and one of Ron’s jobs 
as a child was to clean the filter at the water works 
when the flow of water slowed. 
Although the Mitcham Water Works were 
decommissioned in the early 1930s, water 
continued to flow along the pipeline and several 
local market gardens and farmers continued to draw 
water from it. The locations of several valve points 
(or take-off points) have been identified along the 
route of the pipeline and these were pointed out by 
Mr Hann. Although the water works site had 
changed a great deal, Mr Hann was able to 
describe how they functioned. He said that the filter 
was at the end of the inlet pipe just inside the 
settling dam (that is, on the eastern side of the 
weir). Although no evidence of the pipe remains he 
was able to confirm that the weir had been in the 
vicinity of the large poplar – as we had suspected. 



Valve or ‘taking-off point’

One former valve is located along the pipeline in Ellison Gully below Wylie’s dams 
and was exposed by floods during the very wet winter of 2010. Ron Hann identified it 
as being the same as the valve type used to divert water to their property. Visible in 
this photograph is the pipe stand, brick work and the pipe (under the water) that 
connected to this pipe to the main pipeline. The main pipeline was also visible under 
the water and approximately 1m to the left.

Only a corner of the brickwork was visible during the November 2010 visit. This photograph was taken during 
the April 2011 visit following further heavy rain which exposed all of the structure.



April 2011
On 12 April 2011, Maggy Ragless, John Fairnington, 
Richard Smith and Pam Smith visited the water works to 
lift the small platform of bricks on the eastern side of the 
brick well. This was the last remaining task from the May 
2010 excavation. Following the identification of the small 
fragment of metal pipe illustrated above, it was thought 
that the pipe may have been laid closer to the surface 
and not 2 m underground at the same level as the inlet 
pipe (as shown above in the 1879 plan). This would also 
have explained the function of the small brick platform – 
it would have provided protection for the pipeline. 

The aim of this excavation was to confirm if the pipeline 
had been laid near the surface at the same depth as the 
fragment of pipe. No pipe was identified and it was 
concluded that the inlet pipe is 2m underground as 
shown in the 1879 plan.

John Fairnington had previously noted the 
edge of a brick whilst walking along the track 
to the water works. On the return trip the 
surface was scraped and a U shaped row of 
red bricks was revealed. There was not 
enough time for a detailed study of this 
feature and we speculated that they may have 
been the footing for a small shed or pump 
shed. The soil within the U was greasy as 
though oil had been spilt there. This section 
of the valley was used as a market garden in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
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At the end of the archaeological surveys all soil was returned 
and the security fence around the well was rebuilt.
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